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In the next hour 
we will 
consider…

• What exactly is creativity?

• How can digital tools foster creativity?

• Digital tools we are already using that 
can foster creativity.

• Why, and how, do teachers foster 
creativity?

• Examples of digital pedagogy 
supporting creativity.

• More (easy) digital tools to foster 
creativity.



Reframing Creativity
• Follow the link and try the 

quiz (5 minutes), 16 
questions, mark out of 80. 
Explanation below your 
result.

• https://www.mindtools.com/pages
/article/creativity-quiz.htm (free, 
no sign up)

• You do not need to log in! 
Close the window with 
your score to read about 
your result.

• Take your results with a 
grain of salt, this is just a 
way to get us thinking 
about what creativity is! 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/creativity-quiz.htm


We Need a Bigger 
Definition of 

Creativity



Quebec’s 
Digital Competency Framework
includes 
Innovation and Creativity 
as an element of the dimension 
“DEVELOPING CRITICAL
THINKING WITH REGARD
TO THE USE OF
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY.”

Digital Technology can support creativity.





What digital tools do you already use in your teaching?
(Use the annotation toolbar to add tools. Use the checkmark stamp to show your use of tools already listed.)

• Lea

• Moodle
• Quizzes

• Forums

• HP5

• Teams

• Zoom

• Kahoot

• PowerPoint

• Blogs

• Drawing apps

• -

• -

• -

• -
How can these digital tools 

foster creativity?



What digital tools do your students use for your classes?
(Use the annotation toolbar to add tools. Use the checkmark stamp to show your use of tools already listed.)

• Lea

• Moodle
• Quizzes

• Forums

• HP5

• Teams

• Zoom

• Kahoot

• PowerPoint

• Blogs

• Drawing apps

• Word

• Excel

• -

• -



Creativity is a phenomenon 
whereby something new and 
valuable is formed.

• "creativity involves the production of novel, 
useful products" (Mumford)

• Torrance saw an individual's creative 
ability… as "a process of becoming 
sensitive to problems, deficiencies, gaps in 
knowledge, missing elements, 
disharmonies, and so on; identifying the 
difficulty; searching for solutions, making 
guesses, or formulating hypotheses about 
the deficiencies: testing and retesting 
these hypotheses and possibly modifying 
and retesting them; and finally 
communicating the results."



innovation
is the 

implementation
of creative 

ideas,

https://theodi.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/innovation-640x396.jpg

Amabile and Pratt (2016) 



• mini-c ("transformative 
learning" involving 
"personally meaningful 
interpretations of 
experiences, actions, and 
insights"),

• little-c (everyday problem 
solving and creative 
expression),

• Pro-C (exhibited by people 
who are professionally or 
vocationally creative though 
not necessarily eminent) 
and

• Big-C (creativity considered 
great in the given field).

(Kaufman and Beghetto)



To Foster Creativity Teachers Can…
Create opportunities for Incubation

• Incubation is a 
temporary break 
from creative problem 
solving that can result in 
insight.

• Forums are a Digital Tool 
that support incubation

• (As opposed to timed 
exams that do not!)

_________
_________
_________

_________
_________
_________

_________
_________
_________



To Foster Creativity 
Teachers Can…
Design activities that 
require 
Divergent Thinking

• Divergent thinking involves 
creative generation of multiple 
answers to a set problem.

• Digital Whiteboards and concept 
mapping tools support divergent 
thinking, individually or in small or 
large groups

• Use the whiteboard in Teams or 
Zoom, or provide a URL link to a 
prepared Google Jamboard.

https://us02web.zoom.us/wb/doc/UoMfOkQmRbWkXIFUea8Kbw/p/256334095712256


To Foster 
Creativity 
Teachers Can…
help students 
learn about 
Team Processes

We ask students to use 
virtual breakout rooms

and work together in Teams. 
Do we develop helpful skills 

to support them?

Provide experience and feedback on team communication norms such as… 

• respecting others’ expertise, 

• paying attention to others’ ideas,

• expecting information sharing, 

• tolerating disagreements,

• negotiating, 

• remaining open to others’ ideas, 

• learning from others, and building on each other's ideas



To Foster Creativity 
Teachers Can…
help students learn 
about Team Processes

Increase team creativity by facilitating the 
social processes involved with 
brainstorming and problem solving. Through 
these processes, team members are able to…

• access their collective pool of knowledge, 

• reach shared understandings, 

• identify new ways of understanding 
problems or tasks, 

• and make new connections between ideas. 

Engaging in these social processes also 
promotes positive team affect, which 
facilitates collective creativity.



Research on How 
Teachers Foster 
Creativity…

1. Establish purpose and intention

2. Build basic skills

3. Encourage acquisitions of domain-specific knowledge

4. Stimulate and reward curiosity and exploration

5. Build motivation, especially internal motivation

6. Encourage confidence and a willingness to take risks

7. Focus on mastery and self-competition

8. Promote supportable beliefs about creativity

9. Provide opportunities for choice and discovery

10. Develop self-management (metacognitive skills)

11. Teach techniques and strategies for facilitating creative performance

12. Provide balance

(Nickerson)



To Foster Creativity, Research Suggests…

• Promote intrinsic motivation and 
problem solving.

• Students are more creative when a 
task is valued for its own sake.

• Identify what motivates your students 
and structure teaching around it. 

• Provide students with a choice of 
activities, this increases intrinsic 
motivation and therefore creativity.



Before we 
consider what 
digital tools we 
can add to foster 
creativity, we 
need to design 
our course 
activities and 
assessments in 
ways that 
support 
creativity.

ADAPT CONTENT TO 
STUDENTS’ INTERESTS

BUILD ACTIVITIES AND 
ASSESSMENTS THAT 
INSPIRE INTRINSIC 

MOTIVATION

PROVIDE CHOICE (IN 
CONTENT AND 
FORMAT) OF 

ASSESSMENTS

MAKE SPACE FOR 
INCUBATION OF IDEAS

OFFER OPPORTUNITY 
FOR DIVERGENT 

THINKING

FIND WAYS FOR YOUR 
STUDENTS TO 

IMPLEMENT THEIR 
INNOVATIVE IDEAS

TEACH TEAM PROCESS 
TO FACILITATE 

COLLECTIVE CREATIVITY



Whiteboard Brainstorming Activity

Zoom

https://us02web.zoom.us/wb/doc/UoMfOkQmRbWkXIFUea8Kbw/p/256334095712256


Example, Projects 
(Product, Presentation, 
Written Reflection)…

Choice of content

Choice, 
individual or group

Choice of format, 
students created 

a variety of products, 
often using widely varied 

digital tools, including 
audio books, short videos, 

PowerPoints, etc. 

Presenting their projects to the greater 
college community improved intrinsic 

motivation; there was a purpose to their 
efforts.

It also gave them an opportunity to 
implement their creative innovations.

Harness the 
power of social 

media and digital 
technology to 
capture and 

portray the event 



One of the projects, two students created an audio book, both in French and English, and made QR codes for the 
recordings available in their PowerPoint Presentation so people visiting the Entry Hall could use their phones to listen.



Orange Shirt Day Presentations

Almost 3000 views 
in French and 

English on 
Social Media



Desire Lines
(Steve Thorne, UNICollaboration
Virtual Exchange Conference, 
Krakow Poland, 2018)

Offer students the 
possibility of choosing their 
preferred digital tools. 



Example, 
Infographics…

Creative 
alternative: Ask 

students to make 
an infographic 

instead of writing 
and essay.



Example, Podcasts…



Example, Movies…



When we set up the right conditions creativity thrives! 



Breakout Rooms

• In groups of five, share an example of a creative activity that you have tried in 
your classroom. Did you use digital tools as part of it? What digital tools might 
be added to enrich the students’ learning?

• Choose one of the examples and a spokesperson to share it when we return to 
the larger group (a very short one-minute recap).



Workshop Evaluation

Please take a few minutes to fill out the evaluation.

The link is also in the chat.

https://forms.office.com/r/0UViXBRCNe

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fforms.office.com%2Fr%2F0UViXBRCNe&data=05%7C01%7CLorelie.Bouchard%40USherbrooke.ca%7C4af8de33ca404a94a7e908da401113e5%7C3a5a8744593545f99423b32c3a5de082%7C0%7C0%7C637892739327845342%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=h6FoUSOp1BGyAGeLTK%2FIrxHxKn5L0KP1n2JZ2R3DW4A%3D&reserved=0
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